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Hawks 5-1 on road after victory at Pacers

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:55 p.m. Tuesday, November 16, 2010 

INDIANAPOLIS -- The Indiana Pacers try to wear down opponents with a gritty, rugged style under 

defensive-minded coach Jim O'Brien.

But they became the latest opponent to discover that's not easy to do to the Hawks when they come to 

town humming like this.

Indiana couldn't handle Atlanta's crisp, balanced offense while losing 102-92 on Tuesday night at 

Conseco Fieldhouse.

"They've got a lot of people you have to stop," O'Brien said after Indiana's seventh straight loss to 

Atlanta.

The Pacers couldn't account for all of them. Josh Smith had a game-high 25 points as all of Atlanta's 

starters plus sixth man Jamal Crawford scored in double figures.

Aside from a lull late in the first quarter, the Hawks had little trouble scoring against the Pacers. Atlanta 

made half of its 74 shot attempts, including 8 of 15 3-pointers, and recorded assists on 26 of 37 field 

goals.

"We were moving the ball and making the extra pass," Hawks guard Mike Bibby said. "We're always 

much better when we do that."

Atlanta was just 19-22 and struggled to find consistency away from Philips Arena last season. But so far 

this season the Hawks have had most of their best efforts on the road. Their lone loss was a 93-89 

decision at Orlando, the defending Southeast Division champion.

"I think it's good focus," Hawks center Al Horford said. "I think that coach has really prepared us mentally 

to be on the grind on the road."

Smith's defensive presence helped get the Hawks going. He had three blocks within the opening five 

minutes, including two rejections of Indiana's 7-foot-2 center Roy Hibbert. Smith finished with seven 

blocked shots and eight rebounds.

"Every night my teammates depend on me to give us energy," Smith said. "I can't let them down. I've got 

to play well."
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The Hawks never trailed after halftime. Each time Indiana threatened to rally in the final period, they 

answered with a flurry of points.

The Pacers had four different players score during a 9-0 run that trimmed Atlanta's lead to 81-78. That's 

when Horford, who had been relatively quiet, gave the Hawks the final jolt they needed.

Horford had six points during a 9-0 run, scoring on two jump shots and a basket over Hibbert. Horford 

also fed Joe Johnson on the baseline for a three-point play.

"I stuck with it and the guys really found me," Horford said. "I was just ready to step in and make shots."

That burst gave Atlanta a 90-78 lead. Indiana attempted one last comeback in the final two minutes, but 

Brandon Rush's 3-point attempt rimmed out with the Hawks leading 97-89.

The Hawks opened the game by running out to leads of 7-0 and 13-8. Atlanta made 6 of its first 11 shots, 

with five of those scores assisted.

Indiana responded with a 14-2 run keyed by reserve forward James Posey. He 8 points and 3 rebounds 

as the Pacers took a 22-15 lead.

Hawks guard Jeff Teague made a pair of 3-pointers to cut Indiana's lead to 24-21 at the end of the first 

quarter. Early in the second quarter the Pacers clamped down on defense, cutting off drives and scores 

in the paint, so Bibby shot over them.

Bibby made all four of his shots in the second quarter, including three 3-pointers. Smith added six points 

and Atlanta's bench players combined for eight as the Hawks took a 50-49 lead into halftime.

"I tell you what, it was beautiful to watch when we pass and play like that and defend on the other end," 

Drew said.
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